












WELLESLEY, MASS., MAY 13, 192(1
PROGRAM ANNOUNCED STUDENT CONFERENCE





TICKETS ON SALE IN HOUSES
Plans are progressing rapidly for
the Wellesley Pops Concert on Thurs-
day evening, May 27. The orchestra
of eighty members, conducted by Agide
Jacchia, will be supplemented by the
Wellesley College Glee Club consisting
of eighty voices, and by Professor Mac-
dougall at the organ.
Special cars will be provided on the
7:21 P.M. train to Boston, and chap-
erones will accompany those who go
with the general party. There will
also be some special means of trans-
portation for returning after the per-
formance. Girls who go in cars or on
other trains must be sure to arrange
their own chaperonage.
Tickets will be on sale in every
hmise Each seat at a table costs
J1.50, and there are tables for parties
of either 4 or 6. The first row of the
balcony is $1.25, and all other balcony
9eats, $1.00. A number of Wellesley
girls will sell flowers to the guests.
Refreshments of some kind will be
served between numbers.
The following program has been ar-
ranged,
1. Overture to Masaniello.
.
. .Auber
2. Waltz from Puppenfec Bayer
-\. : r. if\ Ifflfrf /'"'- Hu Pucciui




5. sr, in--; Pittorcsaues ....Massenet
a. Aid de Ballet
b. Fete HohCme
6. Prelude in C-sharp minor
Rachmaninov
7. Rondo CapricdOSO ..Mendelssohn




9. Overture to The Flying Dutchman
Wagner
10. Indian Lament . . Dvorak-Kreisler
11. Pomn and Circumstance Elgar
ROOMS IN TRINITY HOUSE FOR
THIRTY COLLEGE GRADUATES
Ii j mi .ire planning to work in New
York City next year and have an in-
terest in social service, you are invited
to consider living at Trinity House,
Brooklyn Heights. Accomodations will
be provided for a fellowship of about
thirty college men and women who
wish to give some of their time out-
side business hours to social and re-
ligious work and the study of related
problems. The group will be to a large
degree self-directing. It is open to
WELLESLEY STUDENTS MAY GO
Concord, Massachusetts, will from
June 19-30 be the scene of a convoca-
tion of college students and profes-
sors, of speakers, writers, administra-
tors.—everyone, in fact, who is inter-
ested in the training of youth in lead-
ership for peace. The conference was
initiated by the Fellowship of Youth
for Peace "for the advantage of stu-
dents and others of intelligence and
goodwill who desire to improve their
knowledge of the complex facts and
causes of conflicts of international so-
ciety, recognizing that a sound under-
standing of economic facts and psy-
chological forces is the basis of any
constructive or successful leadership
and of all hope to realize the ideal of
a world without war." The many lec-
tures, classes, and discussions are
open to any Wellesley students who
can spare time, either for a day, a
week, or the entire period. A few of
the speakers of the first week, men-
tioned here, indicate the unusual op-
portunity (he conference offers: Prof.
Mussey. of Wellesley, Prof. Taussig,
the economist. Prof. AUport, the psy-
chologist, John Haynes Holmes, well-
vn speaker, and Brent Allison,
relation of Christianity to peace,
causes of the Great War. and of
entrance into it, the present dan-
ger spots of the world, the League of
.Nations, and economic conditions all
of all de muni m
A certain amount Of sell-service will
make it possible to offer room and two
meals a day at a weekly rale not ex-
ceeding $15, the house being run at
cost. The locality is convenient to all
parts of Manhattan. The project will
be under the auspices of the Church
of the Holy Trinity (Episcopal), of
which the Rev. John Howard Melish
is Rector.
Inquiries should be addressed to Mr.
L. Bradford Young, 22 Lawrence Hall,
99 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass., or
to Miss Evelyn Orne, 157 Montague
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., or to the
Bureau of Occupations at this college.
the i hi. M|M. the
iupii dis Cla
cation, journalism, and law, as profes-
s for peace-workers, will be given
throughout, and the second week of
;rice be especially devoted
to full and free discussion, giving op-
portunity tor clarification of opinion
and purpose and for reviews of the
ost significant books on peace sub-
MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT TO
HAVE A POSTER EXHIBITION
l small exhibition of Mathematics
been placed in the Mathe-
matics Laboratory-Room, 217 Found-
ers Hall. A large number of these
posters were shown later in Cam-
bridge, at a meeting of the Associa-
tion of Teachers of Mathematics.
Some time ago Miss Copeland sug-
gested to Miss Olive Kee of Boston
Teachers College the possibilities of
using such posters, and both the
teachers in Miss Kee's classes and the
students whom they teach have shown
great ingenuity in designing them.
Some of the young artists are not yet
in the high school.
The exhibit will be of special inter-
est to those who plan to teach Mathe-
matics, but all are invited to take a
look. //. A. M.
PROFESSOR MORIZE TO SPEAK
AT THE ALLIANCE FRANCAISE
Professor Morize of Harvard will
speak at the next meeting of the Al-
iauce Francaise to be held on May 21
n Shakespeare House. His subject
vill be Les Cloches et Lcurs Voix and
vill be illustrated with selections from
French poetry. It is a great privilege
for Wellesley to number Professor
ze among its speakers for the
Members of the Alliance Franchise
e requested to be at Shakespeare
House at 7:30 when an election of of-
ficers for next year will be held.
SERVICE FUND NOTICE
Help the Service Fund by keeping
your pledge paid to date. All
pledges are due before June 5 when
the books close.
AGORA TO GIVE PRISON PLAY
TO SUM UP THE YEAR'S WORK
The play selected by the Agora So-
ciety for its Semi-Open, May 14 and 15,
is Punishment, by Burleigh and Bier-
stadt. a play representing in the field
of prisons what Galsworthy's Justice
represents in the field of the courts.
It was chosen as the very best drama-
lie material available to sum up the
year's study of prison conditions in
the United States which Agora has
just completed. The play emphasizes
especially the difficulty of good prison
management under a system based on
political appointments, and the socio-
logical problems inherent in such a
system. The relative value of human-
ity and justice in dealing with crim-
inals is brought out by the contrast
in the character of the wife of the
warden and the warden himself, a
stern disciplinarian and a thoroughly
upright man. There is a hint through-
out of the possibility of self-govern-
ment, and a final question remains
with the audience as to the purpose
of the prison; whether it should follow
the European idea of punishment, or
exert itself primarily for reform.
MR. FLETCHER TO LECTURE ON
NEW METHOD OF BIRD STUDY
The illustrated lecture on Bird
Banding which is to be given in the
Geology Lecture Room, Friday eve-
ning. May 14. at S o'clock, is open to
members of the Bird Club and anyone
interested in birds.
The Federation of the Bird Clubs of
\Yw England of which Mr. Fletcher is
the secretary, has undertaken a cam-
paign against stray cats. The home-
less cat is the greatest enemy of the
birds. Ill this effort to secure greater
protection for the birds, the Federa-
tion is working in connection with the
Massachusetts S. P. C. A. Already the
State Game Wardens have posted signs
conspicuously throughout the state,
calling attention to the law against
abandonment and its penalty.
Some interesting notes on Bird
Banding have been collected by the
IT. S. Department of Agriculture.
•The summer season has witnessed
several special bird banding expedi-
tions, while almost every regular sta-
tion has been able to maintain a good
standard." Many cooperators have
been making experiments with traps
and bait. The value of water for sum-
mer trapping has been fully demon-
strated. "It has been a contributing
factor in the catching of song spar-
rows as well as robins and other
species." Especial effort is being
made to concentrate on the banding
of a bine jay. Even now there are
enough banded to throw some light on
the movements of the species.
SPANISH CATHEDRAL TO BE
SUBJECT OF TALK ON MAY 18
Mr. Ralph Adams Cram, consulting
chitect of Wellesley College, will
ve an illustrated lecture. Tuesday
ening, May 18, at 7.30 in Alumnae
Hall. Mr. Cram has just returned
i a visit to Spain and is very en-
thusiastic on the subject of Spanish
rchitecture.




Former Member Of The Art Depart-
ment Assists In Costume Design
As Her Hobby
Although responsible for many of
the lovely color effects in Tree Day
and other festivities of the college,
the work of Miss Harriet Hastings is
probably unknown to most students.
Miss Hastings was for many years a
member of the Art Department at
Wellesley, when she took an active
part in the planning of Tree Day cos-
tumes; and even since her retirement
from the board of faculty members
she has kept up this interest in cos-
tume-making, helping with Tree Day
and various functions at the college
and a* Dana Hall.
In her home at 3S Dover Road, Miss
Hastings has a large collection of all
types of costumes, ranging from some
of the fourteenth century, and some of
the Tudor period, down to garments
of more modern design, including the
national dress of many countries.
These costumes may be hired by stu-
dents who will find them particularly
desirable because of the care with
which they are kept by Miss Hastings.
SKETCH BY KATHERINE GAGE
REPRINTED BY NEW MAGAZINE
A short sketch called "The Temple at
Chang-Sha" by {Catherine P. Gage was
selected from The. Literary Supplement.
for republication in the Intercollegiate
World. A poem by Phyllis Barthm.
and several &e-w& items havr already
been printed in this magazine, but
"The Temple at Chang-Sha" is the
longest piece of writing to be selected
SEVERAL ADDITIONAL COURSES
WILL BE OFFERED NEXT YEAR
Eight departn e offering
for the
demic year 1926-1927. They are as
follows:
Astronomy









second semester as a contin-
uation of 304
French
309 Conversation - given second
semester as a continuation of
304. which will be offered the
first semester only.
History
317 Law and the Administration of
Justice
Hygiene and Physical Education




209 Studies in the Development of
Prose Style during the
Classical Period
211 Studies in Mediaeval Latin
311 Readings from the Philosophi-
cal Works of Cicero and
Seneca
Mathematics
Hit Trigonometry and Higher Al-
gebra—in place of courses
101 and 102
105 Trigonometry and Higher Al-
gebra—first semester—open
to approved freshmen in





After Dinner And Dance Friday Night
Outdoor Sports And Play
Enliven Saturday
MARIONETTES PROVE NOVELTY
Since the usual "Senior Prom rain"
made a mistake in the date, this year's
or Prom was hi every way suc-
cessful. The festivities began with a
dinner at Clafliu Hall, at 6:15.
through the courtesy of Mrs. Chadder-
don. The table decorations, cards and
flowers, were arranged by the girls
separately.
After the dinner Alumnae Hall be-
came the center of attention. The
Promenade itself which lasted from
S:30 P. M. until 2:30 A, M. was the
incarnation of gaiety. The fountain
played on the terraces where as a
special privilege the Seniors were
permitted to stroll. Flowers and gar-
lands formed part of the outdoor deco-
rations as well as inside the Hall it-
self, wreathed with smilax, palms, and
greens. Popular music was furnished
by Morey Pearl's Orchestra. Miss
Tufts. Dean Waite. Miss Knap;>. Mrs.
Chadderdon. Miss McGregor. Elizabeth
Howe; President of '26, and Phyllis
Pimm. Chairman of Prom, received the
guests. Miss Pendleton and Miss
Gamble were unable to attend as was
Miss Smith who was ill. All the house
mothers were invited. Two under-
classmen were also invited, Hermene
Eisenman '27 and Ruth Evelyn Camp-
bell '27.
Supper Served ;rt I I :!",
At 11:4,"> a supper of chicken salad,
sandwiches, olives, ice eream, cake
and coffee was served by the Sopho-
more maids. After more dancing dur-




Saturday proved that all was not
el past, however. Bright weather
lade possible varied kinds of enter-
ainment such as tennis, golf, canoe-
ng, motor parties, and picnics. In
he afternoon there was tea dancing
t Tower instead of as usual at the
ety bouses. Sophomores living in
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 11
Soc:
WINNERS OF TWO PRIZES ARE
TO BE ANNOUNCED NEXT WEEK
The preliminary reading for the
Davenport Prize in Reading and
Speaking was held at Matthison House
on Monday. May 10. The final contest
is scheduled for May 19. Juniors and
seniors as well as sophomores were
permitted to compete this year for the
Isabelle Eastman Pisk Prize in Public
Speaking for Sophomores. The pre-
liminary try-out took place before the
Department of Reading and Speaking
explained by Professor H. R. Mussey
on Tuesday. May 11. The final contest
for this prize will be held May 18, and
the winner is to be announced at the
final leading for the Davenport Prize
on May 19.
FACULTY INSURANCE PLAN TO
BE DISCUSSED ON WEDNESDAY
The Association of Officers and In-
ructors will hold its fifth and last
meeting of the year on Wednesday.
May 19, at Alpha Kappa Chi House at
15 o'clock. Tea will be served from
45 to 4:15. After a short business
eeting there will be a discussion of
faculty insurance plans which will be
planied by Professor H. R. Mussey.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
the house were invited to serve as
maids and the guests were Miss Mc-
Gregor, Miss Tufts, Mrs. Hassett, Mrs.
Ahlers, and Mrs. Wardwell.
In the evening Tony Sarg's marion-
ettes acted out the story of Treasure
Island. Many of the songs and dances
were taken from the book itself. At
first the actors appeared very tiny but
after having looked at them for some
time, it was a distinct shock to have
Tony Sarg squeeze through the mini-
ature entrance, a giant among pyg-
mies. Following the play was dancing
until twelve.
The chairmen of the various com-
mittees responsible for the success-
ful week-eud were as follows:
Chairman of Prom Phyllis Pimm







MR. COLEMAN DESCRIBES THE
PASSIAC STRIKE CONDITIONS
Last January a strike was called
in the Botany textile mills of Passaic,
New Jersey, as a protest against the
10 percent cut in wages made in
October. Thus began the Passaic
strike, described by Mr. McAllister
Coleman, Wednesday, May 5, in a talk
given in 124 Founders under the aus-
pices of the Department of Economics.
Mr. Coleman has been an eyewitness
of most of the proceedings of the
re inhuman and iinl> oni





meet. In October, although the com-
pany had paid a dividend a 10 percent
cut in wages was made. A young
college man, Weisbord, who had been
working and organizing in the neigh-
boring mills in Paterson, was asked
to come over and help the Passaic
workers. Weisbord. a Phi Beta Kappa
man, was only twenty-six but he suc-
ceeded in uniting the Passaic workers.
After a few sparsely attended secret
meetings be called a strike in Janu-
ary and the entire force of the Botany
mills struck. Other mills wanted to
come out in sympathy but Weisbord
refused them until he had relief in
sight, to care for the strikers and their
families. He employed a new method
of mass picketing.
Three hundred policemen were
armed with tear bombs and riot clubs,
although the strikers had shown no
violence. On the second of March,
according to Mr. Coleman, "the police
went crazy." The chief of police told
a group of strikers to disperse; and
then threw down a tear bomb and
severely gassed some women who
were in the front line. Because of the
shifting of the wind the bomb was not
effective and the fire hose was used.
Photographers happened to be on the
ground, and the next day the picture
of the proceedings appeared in two
tabloid newspapers. The police con-
fiscated these newspapers and all
cameras and started a campaign
against all reporters. Naturally the
papers took up the matter and made
it of nation-wide interest. Volunteer
saviors from all over the country
came to Passaic bursting to speak to
the unfortunate workers.
Mr. Coleman said that these workers
were struggling not merely for higher
wages but for the American standard
of living and the ideals of freedom
and independence which the American
flag is supposed to stand for. The
Passaic workers hitherto un-unlonized
and unorganized, have stood together
to better their conditions. According
to the speaker, if a militant union is
organized there to work for better
conditions and which understands the
economic situation, labor will have
won a glorious victory. Mr. Coleman
said he felt that the strike was prac-
tically won and successful negotia-
tions would soon be completed.
strike in Passaic, and i s qualified to
state the problen s of the workers.
The strike has b en in progress for
more than fifteen weeks, and there
seems to be a r al grievance when
16,000 no i-union workers stand to-
getber against the combined efforts of
the police and the owners to break
the strike
These m ills, own ed by i German and
with most of the s ock held in Leipsig,
paid the n inimum wages Living con-
OffVSi





Rooms for Private Tea or Dancing Parties
SAKS -FIFTH AVENUE
FORTY-NINTH to FIFTIETH STREET
NEW YORK
An INCLUSIVE and EXCLUSIVE SHOWING




Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
May 17, 18 and 19
— Informal Silk Crepe Frocks for Resort Wear
— Chiffon Frocks for Tea, Dinner or Dance
— Smart Bathing Fashions and Accessories
— Informal Coats for Town or Country
— Or, Sheer Crepe Coats for Afternoon or Evening
— Tennis, Golf and Other Sports Apparel
— Our Exclusive Footwear for Every Occasion
— Chiffon and Georgette Ensembles With Paris Chic







Imagine—dresses of silk broadcloth in May
at $10.75—all of that beautiful heavy silk
broadcloth that launders so easily and look
so fresh and new after every tubbing-.
Narrow stripes grouped in rainbow
effects, broad stripes, ombre stripes,
window designs, all on white back-
grounds,—the season's version of
silk broadcloth.
Tailored, but not too tailored, styles that are
especially easy to wear—collars that may be
worn high or open—full three inch hems.
Sizes for women and misses
At $10.75, too, we have smart tailored
dresses of fine quality pongee.
As a service to our customers we shall
open at 9 A.M.







Dr. Francis S. Keating
DENTIST
Lady Assistant Tel. 823-W
THE WABAN BLOCK
WELLESLEY SQUARE












Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M.A.
Dentist
Taylor Block Wellesley Squar.
Tel. 1268-W—Res. 0529






13 Willow RA, Wellesley
Tel. Wellesley 0714-M
THE ROyAL FRUIT CO.
WELLESLEY SQUARE
We have a special price for fruit, candy
cookie, and g,<
MORRISON GIFT SHOP
Select Your Graduation Gifts Early
When your Car needs WASHING
Remember, we give SUPERIOR SERVICE in this li,
ROBERT G SMITH
Garage—Washington and Kingsbury Streets
BOSTON WORCESTER NEW BEDFORD
NEW SHOWING OF OUR COLLEGE FOOTWEAR
FOR THE WELLESLEY MISS
ffiilbar*




A recent letter of Mrs. Frame of
Yenching College to the Wellesley Ser-
vice Fund Committee reads:
"All sorts of messages have been
flying back and forth this year between
Yenching and our honorable Elder Sis-
ter, Wellesley. There was the Chinese
New Year's poster-greeting,—and then
the lovely great blue Wellesley ban-
ner; merry letters from college girls
in America to college girls in China,
and back again; letters from our fac-
ulty to members of the Wellesley fac-
ulty; and even now Yenching is send-
ing a Surprise (by parcel post! ) to her
sister college.
"Greetings many: "There is most
certainly no way in which we could
adequately express our deep apprecia-
tion of the substantial gift to our little
Chinese college in Peking. But it
might help a little if we could let you
know how the five thousand dollars
are used in Peking,—only at the pres-
ent rate of exchange, the five thousand
means about nine thousand in our
local silver dollars. It sounds like
quite a huge sum, doesn't it? And now
let me tell you the chief things it





literally did light visible fires this
year; for part of it kept the quaint old
Chinese recitation halls, our offices
with curving gray roofs, and the girls'
dormitories, warm all through the cold
winter days. It would be the irony
of fate if you were among those who
suffered from the coal shortage th
winter! While you kept so many of
Iesley" a magic word to them. They
have all come to feel that heing Wel-
lesley's 'little sisters' is one of the
things that counts for much in
Yenching life. And is it a little thing
to have helped to weave strong bond
of friendliness between you am
Chinese girls on the other side of the
world?"
LOST
Wellesley Alumnae on Staff
"Part of your annual gift has always
gone for the salary and other expenses
of a Wellesley representative on our
staff. Alnah James, 'IS,' has been your
representative for the last three years.
If any of you happen to know her,
and realize how charming she Is, as
well as being a fine teacher, you can
well imagine how we regretted having
her go this spring,—even though she
went as a radiantly happy bride of a
husband whom she met by coming to
Yenching! She will be near you all
next year, so I hope you can often In-
vite her out to Wellesley, to tell you
about your sister college in Peking.
"Two other full members of our staff
do we owe to you,—in the departments
of Mathematics and Art. One, a spir-
ited little Englishwoman has with her
British thoroughness and enthusiasm
for 'maths.,' as she calls it, convinced
quite a group of girls that analytics
and differential calculus are fascinat
ing subjects! While Miss Starr has in
spired groups of girls to see and paint
exquisite bits of Chinese landscape, a
moon-gate, or curved eaves hung with
purple wistaria.
More Teachers Secured
Another thing we have been able to
do with your gift, (doesn't it make you
feel as if your Wellesley gift were
quite a magic purse?) was to secure
a smiling, eager young Chinese woman
as an assistant in the Physical Educa-
tion department. I wish you might see
her out on the basketball field, or
coaching some group games,—light-
footed, bright-eyed, keen sportsmanlike
glance—taking in the whole field —
you would almost think her a graduate
of your own splendid Physical Educa-
tion Department!
"Then there's our efficient, steady
little Chinese college nurse. She han-
dles her thermometer with quite an
international air, I assure you! And
she takes such good care of all of us,
faculty and students, that we've had a
wonderful health record this year.
"I said that there was no satisfying
way in which we could even begin to
show you our sincere appreciation: but
there is something that would perhaps
make you feel a little thrill of joy over
it all, in spite of the hard work. That
is when we introduce some guest in
chapel, 'from our sister college, Wel-
lesley,' or at some assembly a bit of
news is told them from some recent
Wellesley letter, then there is that in-
stant quickening of interest, that
would tell you that your generosity
and loving interest have made "Wei-
PROGRESS OF MODERN TRENDS
IN PAINTINGS IS SUMMARIZED
"Cezanne gave a terrible jolt to the
world of art," said Miss Helen M.
Woodruff of the Art Department in be-
ginning her second lecture on the
trends of modern painting, on May 4.
The impetus given by Cezanne's re-
duced modeling, and simple, direct
composition is marked in Van Gogh's
jre representations in short
dashes of brilliant colors. His effect
i other contemporaries is also fell
Gaugin represents the decorati
rather than the structural tendency
and in his flat surfaces, hot colors
and forms and spaces paints a some-
what unrealistic, lyric' mood, some-
times with a suggestion of the appeal
of the Sienese art. Matisse illustrates
the decorative trend in modern art but
at the same time shows the influence
of Cezanne. His work represents a
modern approach to abstract presen-
tation and somewhat of a Persian in-
fluence; especially emphasizing
rhythm and rich color which vibrates
from the very innermost parts.
Cubism .in*! Futurism
In speaking of the two stages of
cubism Miss Woodruff explained how
the artist first painted with the ap-
pearance of the resemblance and then
later disorganized and reorganized his
perceptions in aesthetic principles.
Lcentrated composition, repeti-
tion of certain angles, and fine gra-
tion of tones over planes illustrated
some of Picasso's work shows the
illful painting cubism requ
Picasso passed through several stf
luding cubism, where he acquired
a greater sense of structural mea
and built up a heavy, sonorous melody,
almost eternal and sculptural.
The futurist movement was lead by
the Italian poet Marinetti and was
principally a literary art, Conse
quently in the world of painting it wai
short lived and not very productive
Practice in composition and contras
of space and form it did give, along
with some rather clever aspects that
made the fad adaptable for adver-
tising.
Other Tendencies
Another tendency was represented
by Redon who paints in a lyric, fairy-
tale mood and has an exquisitely light
and pleasing touch of an almost "soap
bubble quality." Rousseau, also, who
for a time was extremely popular,
possesses a fertile imagination and a
certain freshness of design.
Kandinsky turned towards the ab-
stract in representing moods and pic-
tures of his inner consciousness,
while MacDonald-Wright made use of
the color organ—an art distinct from
that of painting. The chief charac-
teristic of the work of De Segonzac,
which reflects Cezanne's, is light and
color that veritably radiates heat.
Passing quickly from Moncharin and
Georgia O'Keefe, Miss Woodruff came
Derain who is creating a great stir
at present with his luminous effects
gained through experimentation with
the rays of light.
Fads Pass Quiekly
In every instance the art must have
something to do with the artist's in-
r conceptions and these in turn
th the universe. Though individ-
uals may develop along different lines
most significant figures pass
)Ugh the fads and return to the
Id of appearances.
ON MONDAY, MAY 3
The Press Board added to its
Board
(CATHERINE COHN '29
KATHER1NE HART ADAMS '28
HELEN PALMER *27
ther'side. Reward if returned t<
J. F. Cowan, Wellesley Hills
LATEST IN WATCH BRACELETS
Earnest Forsberg
Watchmaker and Jeweler
Watch and Clock Repairing;
Central Block Wellesley, Mass.









—a point guaranteed, if
not misused, for 25 years
and good for fifty
PARKER Duofold is the
pen you can lend to a
classmate without a tre-
mor, for its point yields to
any style of writing, yet re-
tains its original shape.
Only the Parker has the
Duofold Point— a point
that gives you both life-
long endurance and high-
est writing excellence.The
skill to combine these two
in a single point has made
Parker Duofold the largest
selling pen in the world
regardless of price. Try it
at the nearest pen counter.
Parker Duofold Prnclij to match the Pen,:
Lady Duofold. SI; Ovcr-nz? J> SJ v)
"Big Brother" Over-size. U








cred chiffons softly flow nes
,
light 3
jetals, the gl anting smoothn Of VClv
blend in th se exquisite frc rks To se
filmy colors. to feel the r gossan cr ligh
hem. To
s best suiting your o\vn coloring is t
2 a perfect class day,
the
"?' ?," C f y
° have danc ed in OIK of thes
Stockings dyed to match
kou e Stripe service or chiffon weightdyed to match the delicate colors of the






Monogram, rhinestone pins, to
order with your initials, 5.7S
Imported beaded bags, white
i, silk lined, 7.50 up
nes in unique bottles, fam-
dors by Caron, Coty, Re-
Houbigant, and others.
WHITE for Commencement
Beneath your cap and gown !
WHITE Dresses
—of tailored style. 19.75
—of georgette, shirring, 25.00
—of pleated georgette, kid belt, 25.00
—of crepe de chine, hand-tailored, 35.00
—of Georgette, knee pleats, puff sleeve, 29.50
—of georgette, 2-piece, fagoting, 29.50
WHITE Slips
—of crepe de chine, filet top, border, 6.95
—of radium silk, hemstitched, hip hem, 5.95
—of crepe de chine, lace border, top, applique, 7.95
-of crepe de chine, lace trimmed, inverted pleats, 6.95
WHITE Stockings
Roule Stripe, chiffon i
sheer or tailored froc
1.95 up.
:ight, to harmonize wit





Open to Students for the ac-
commodation of family and
guests.
Living rooms available for
any social event—Bridge, af-
ternoon tea, or birthday party.




8 DOVER ROAD Phone Wei.
Opposite th. Fir.t Tea of th. Well.iley College Golf Course
Single or Double Rooms, With or Without Private Bath




rtmlon. <; lr.Dnv :,n.| s.-v-ntv-l
A. B. T., 1921.
There is a genuineness at Silver
Bay which is not often found in groups
where the usual topics are taken
for discussion. We hear people
about Silver Bay, "It's just like e\
other conference. We merely talk and
never come to any conclusions. After
11 wim the
This may he so, but I have found
among the girls there a true interest
in questions we all have to face,
cerning our relations to those about
us, and our spiritual lives. Although
many of us may be disappointed in
ver Bay because it
the air," still we ga:
the spirit there, whi
prove more import:
called "solution" to one's
a sense of companionship
way of search.
mething from




FOR INSTRUCTION, OF COCRSE
Every spring in Wellesley some 1500
copies of a little volume entitled
"Courses of Instruction" are fed out
to crowds of clamoring students, and
the contents eagerly devoured, if not
digested, by the end of May. This
spring a new and much needed ele-
ment has come into our reading of the
bulletin—an attempt at clearer think-
ing and analysis of what courses
really are best adapted not only for
our own special purposes, but to suit
the general needs of the studeut. This
attitude may be in part due to the fact
that this is our last chance to make
out a schedule; but we rather think—
and hope—it is due to the highly de-
sirable academic interest that has
been aroused by the curriculum com-
mittee. The activity of the committee
most definitely has been of value in
opening our eyes to courses we never
knew existed in the catalogue, in re-
minding us of all the courses we wish
we had taken sooner, and of all we
wish we had not taken. The commit-
tee has made us realize above all that
there should be a purposeful organiza-
tion in one's college course that is not
necessarily dependent upon the super-
ficial recommendations of friends or
even upon the helpful suggestions of
the faculty. After all. we are proba-
bly as independent in college as we
ever shall be; and the more interest
we evince in our schedule-making, the
more certainly we shall be satisfied.
APPEAL FOli INDEPENDENCE
We Ml. Test of Mr. Sin-
clair Lewis's refusal or the Pulitzer
prize awarded to him on the merits of
his novel ArroxosmAth as best repre-
senting "the wholesome atmosphere of
American life and manhood." In a
letter quoted by the New York Herald
Tribune of May 6, Mr. Lewis states
that he refuses the prize on the gen-
eral ground that the awarding of
prizes for literary effort is dangerous
since "the seekers for prizes tend to
labor not for inherent excellence, but
for alien rewards.' " Mr. Lewis
prophesies pessimistically that if the
literary prize increases in importance
as a stigma to writing, the coming
generation of writers may become en-
slaved to an authoritative body of
judges "'so rooted, and so sacred that
io challenge them would be blas-
phemy.'" Under such conditious lit-
erature will tend to become " 'safe,
polite, obedient, and sterile.' "
The general principle which under-
lies the awarding of prizes for literary
effort and which Mr. Lewis attacks, is
that of subservience to such a point
that a writer sacrifices freshness and
creativeness in his desire to comply
with the standards set by the judges.
Is there not a similar danger involved
in the system of theme-grading in
most colleges today? Those few and
fortunate students who are blessed
with a spark of genius are tempted
to suppress it or modify it to suit
the standard of merit set by the
instructor.
At any rate, we feel that Mr. Lewis's
general stand against the subservience
of writing to rewards is one to be
commended, and especially recognized
by the student who is inclined to work
for the mark alone.
FREE PRESS COLUMN
All contributions 1or this column
must be signed until the full name
of the author. Only articles thus
signed will be printed. Initials or
numerals will be used in printing
the articles if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not held them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements which appear in this
column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by JO A. M. on
Sunday.
Contributions should not be over
250 words.
THE HAPPY MEDTTDI
To the Wellesley College News:
The writer is an ardent upholder of
free-speech and honest opinions, but
must really remember that there
other kinds of criticism than the
destructive sort, and also that, on ac-
count of the wide circulation of the
NEWS, opinions, if not actually politic,
should at least emphasize the good
points; there arc good points to be
found in everything. Why dwell on
only the bad qualities without even at-
tempting to find the good? Certainly,
lie point of view of destructive criti-
cism is a very narrow one. and I
hould hate to contemplate the out-
line if everyone's mind ran in that
track! To my mind, it is just as bad
un too much to destructive criti-
as it is to over-indulge in ex-
sing "politic" opinions. Why not
be broad in striking a "happy meduim"
by having a proper proportion of both?
And certainly, in that way, the most
honest opinion may be rendered, and
feeling will be aroused.
IMPRESSIONS OF SILVER BAY
The time has come for Wellesley to
think about a vacation at Silver Bay.
Those who are interested, will want
to read these personal impressions of
the place, written by people who have
been there.
At Silver Bay is the glorious oppor-
tunity for intercollegiate and interna-
tional fellowship, for an intelligent
amination of problems, world-wide
d individual, for quiet communion
der the stars, for sympathetic un-
derstanding, for worship and for play.
Greatest of all is the putting of Jesus
into everyday life. There is stimulus
in knowing that girls from other col-
leges, from other countries have your
J problems, and that they too are
trying to solve them according to
Christian principles, Come to Silver
A. M.. t927.
From the moment you find a place
the bow of the Lake George boat
d hear bits of "Follow the Gleam"
floating up to you against the wind,
you will know that you have found
Silver Bay.—and the same feeling of
at-home-ness lasts even after you have
departed on the five A. M. boat when
the Conference is over. The blue Lake
shining between the hills, the earner-
aderie of old friends and many new,
and that abounding, joyous life, which
Silver Bay, are proof to you that
i have lived in Aladdin's new world.
Many of us date our summers by those
ten days at Silver Bay. We guarantee
that you will, too.
C. G.. 1926.
Silver Bay—all that its name sug-
gests in the way of natural beauty
—
just the spot for a conference. And
a conference! Thought stimulat-
ing speakers—discussion groups that
really get somewhere—and personal
contacts that mean a lot.
Swimming, boating, tennis, moun-
in climbing, horse-back riding, for
isure hours. Trips to Ticonderoga,
America's most historical spot—ram-
bles through the Adirondacks under
perienced guides.
Silver Bay is the place you hear
about from the time you enter college
intil you leave—and once having been
here you never forget it, for it is the
deal place to round out a college year
and start the summer off with a
salth of inspiration.
D. C. 1927.
One's first impression of Silver Bay
the beauty of it all—of the lake, the
mountains, and the personalities about
Then comes the realization of
narrow our college life really is,
and a desire, stronger than we believed
tlves capable of feeling, to do our
bit in facing the problems of the rest
of the world racial, industrial, and so-
cial. Lastly is the great inspiration
the discussion groups and stimu-
lating speakers and a chance to think
through all that we haven't had time
to think through before, It's a wonder-
experience just to be there with
five hundred girls who care for the
things you do. yet some of them
different from anyone you have
known. And the whole confer-
gives one an entirely new insight
into what religion can mean in spirit




WORK IN C. A. QUESTIONNAIRE
'he following report of the C. A.
questionnaire is continued from the
NEWS of May 6:
ou were to drop into the C. A.
and read over the file of ques-
ires, you would be impressed,
and perhaps surprised, at the out-
need of C. A. in College ex-
pressed by the great majority of those
wered the questions. And you
would notice that the supporters of
) not belong to isolated gToups
d there but are astonishingly
representative.
The first question in a way, then,
the second : Should C. A. exist
all-College organization (i.e.
much as it exists now, and member-
ship is not compulsory) or as a small
organized group? Almost as signifi-
cant as the majority vote for the all-
College organization is the 25.9% mi-
nority who see probable value in the
smaller group wherein unity of aim
and effort could be assumed. This
minority feels the value of the sin-
cerity of the few over the ever-to-be-
rekindled enthusiasm of the many. If
the officers and members of C. A. do
not believe with the College that th
scope of C. A. is larger than that of
any small group could be, they would
have been working for C. A. for a long
time in vain/ It is equally well to
remember that within the height ant
breadth of C. A. there is need for anc
ready participants in the more inten
sive interest of the small group. The
life of C. A. needs the "two or t
gathered together in My Name."
Question 3 was a frank effort on
part of C. A. to find the best channels
for its energies— its newly found all-
College energies which are to answer
so many definite needs.
By far the majority feel that C. A.
can best fulfill its purpose in College
by the committee work it has already
done or is planning to do. The rather
imposing list of committee activities
under Question 5 may have brought
this side of C. A. into undisputed prom-
inence. At any rate it Is well for
the College to realize that the C. A.
office is really like a bee hive whose
every compartment aims to be as
feet as it can be for the use of the
College.
The oft-discussed discussion group
inks in popularity side by side with
nusical vespers," and most of those
ho want music also want a speaker.
The demand for discussion is greatest
for Sunday evenings. It is as if the
College says to C. A. "Go ahead and
^licentiate on Sunday evenings. We
ke what you've done and we'd like
Sunday evenings even busier, please."
Next year will tell!
Many people do not know enough
bout the "morning watch groups" to
ee any value in them. There have
been a few people in College who have
lized the great potential which may
released within one's day or one's
life by a few minutes in the early
norning spent in "tuning in" on the
World of Things true and beautiful
d of good report. They have met
Tupelo, beside the lake, on these
jrnings of early spring, or indoors
during the winter. None of the groups
re exclusive. They are for those who
ave an awareness of God at work iu
lis springtime world, and for all of
,s who want more of this awareness,
'he existence of these groups has
liown how various small groups can
xist happily within C. A. If you want
o know where these groups are meet-
ng. ask your friends, or at the C, A.
Several new methods for C. A.'s
vork in College were suggested and
iome intensifying of old methods.
More group discussions after chapel
.vith visiting ministers, greater com-
nunity of interest among the mem-
bers, more freshman-upperclassmen
;ontaets, further emphasis on the so-
;ial side of C. A., and extension of the
value of Week of Prayer, are all sug-
ons which the C. A. of next year
may well try to follow up.
Many people who gave good con-
tructive thought to the questions
checked several of these activities, im-
)lying that C. A. should be a well-
ouuded organiztaion with various
ivenues of approach. So, too, in the
last question: Where should the em-
phasis of C. A. be in College to best
y out its purpose? as before, the
greatest vote was for committee work.
The next emphasis was upon worship,
ire saying, I think, that we want
s Christ to feel at home on our
Wellesley Campus into whatever nook
orner He might come. It is for
that reason that we want to make our
spirits responsive to His Spirit in
hat we have called by the quite for-
al name—Worship.
The new Board is counting on you
ho have aligned yourselves as inter-
red in these various aspects of C. A.
i utilize all the chances it gives and
ight give for the deepening of those
(Continued ou Page 5, Col. 3)
ST. ADONAIS LEAGUE
Heading for the Month by Mae Day
(Age 16) Honorary Member.
The subject for this issue Is DISAP-
POINTED LOVE. The Poem is by
Phoiled Agane (Age IS) (Silver
Badge).
Before I came to Wellesley
I dreamt of sweet Romance
But now that I have come at last,
I haven't had a chance.
The quizzes, papers, books all pile
Up to the Heavens above
The secret of my sadness is
I haven't time to fall in love!
The story is by Broker Hart (Age
16) (Gold Badge this time. Silver
Badge won once upon a time).
"A blind date? Why, impossible,"
1 exclaimed in great excitement and
great delight. At last, here was my
I could
time to go
chance to fall in
scarcely wait until
to the party at 7:30. I was all dressed
in my prettiest dress, my hair combed,
and even my coat on at quarter of
seven. All the girls were nearly as
anxious as I. "What will you say
first?" Jane asked. "What do you sup-
pose he'll say first?" the other girls
chorused at once.
At last the time came, and I ran in
great haste to greet him. This was to
be my first love affair. How I trembled
and I'm sure I blushed. What do you
think I saw! I saw a boy at least
four inches shorter than myself. He
was very fat and had little eyes and
big glasses. I smelled the Stacomb
the minute I entered the room. His
shoes fairly shrieked as he crossed the
floor and held out his pudgy hand to
me. My first and last blind date!
Alas! I have lost all chances of fall-
ing in love.
A Model Sophomore Schedule
by Tyme X. Posure (Age 15)
(Gold Badge)
" : "




I thought I would like to write to
you, and tell you how I look forward
to getting you every Thursday. All
my friends and I rush home from
classes to read you from cover to
cover. I especially like yonr Out
From Dreams and Theories column.
Believe me your sincere friend,
Sin Ick.
Dear St. Adonais:
I go to Barnyard. I thought you
might like to know that our teachers
don't make us study things we don't
want to. Please tell your Curriculum
Committee. I have a sister at Welles-





Letter Additions by Ima Ryddle
(Age 13) League Member. Add one
letter at the beginning of each of the
following words so as to make twelve
words, and the letters to be added
will spell the name of something we
II know and love:
1. eat 2. mend 3. on 4. either 5. rig 6.
tone 7. ear 8. pen !>. ail 10. do 11 rate
12. ore.
IMiirmiml Acrostic: 1. A famoua
>ur 2. A course of instruction 3. A
ithering place.
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Afternoon and Dance Frocks
Smart Tailleurs Coats Hats Shoes
Sweaters Skirts Blouses











Fri. and Sat., Man U and 15
"BRAVEHEART"
.Von. and Tin .v.. .l/'i
THE KEEPER OF THE BEES'
'((/. and Thins.. Mail J'.' and
"IRENE"
Man 21 and 82
'THE ENCHANTED HILL"
Have you tried the
delicious Luncheons at







29 East 29th Street New York City 30 East 30th Street
Single Double
Comfortable Rooms wilb Running Water S2.S0-S3.00 $350*4.00
Attractive Room. Witb Private Bath 350. 4.00 5.00- 6.00
Hottest and Chaperon in Attendance







At 61 Central Street, Wellesley
In the Wellesley Arcade
FREE DELIVERY TILL 9.45 Phone Wei. 1560
Home Made Confectionery, Ices, Light Lunches and Catering
(Continued from Page 4, Col. 4)
expel ienees which vou wish for youi
life, ltd for the life of the Wellesley
College Christian A sot'kition. We are
glad of minorities is well as uiaiori-
ties, ind most of a 11 we are glad of
your enthusiasm \ hich took visible
..in. in the questio inaires. You have
given us food for thought.
C. S. G.
1927--1928
Bill nii Hall, May 21, at 8 o'clock




Mr. Arthur Ryder, organist and
choirmaster of St. Paul's Church, Ded-
ham, Massachusetts, presented the fol-
lowing program on Monday evening.
May 3.
I. Prelude In A Major J. S. Bach
Chorale Variation J. S. Bach




II. Larghetto, from Bernice
G. F. Handel
Canon in B Minor... R. Schumann
REMEMBER
The New York Wellesley Club
130 East 57th Street
offers its bedrooms to all Wellesley Women at Club Member-
ship rates through the summer months $2.25 to $2.75 per day
All outside rooms.
When You Shed Your Furs
Let us Ship them Home
Furs are Valuable Moths are Destructive
We furnish Moth proof Boxes
JAMES E. LEE
Telephone 1440 and 0136
%Q£ vibe Blue Dvacjon 3-Js
60 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.





With college parties on
famous "O" steamers of
^y The Royal Mail Line
*i7o T°r
Jniveisicy Tours with College Credit:
rca Orduna Orbita
e 19 June 26 July 3
H
Printing
We specialize in School
and College work. Our
many years experience in
handling this class of
work makes it possible








A Hotel of distinction
* and charm, located
near the Capitol and the
Union Station. Open to





be sent if requested.




Clair a*e Lune Sigfried Karg-Elert
a. Cantabile
b. Final Alex Guilmant
Throughout the whole program we
sre impressed by the variety of ex-
ession that Mr. Ryder obtained on
e organ; not only was his technique
;cellent, but his interpretation was
ost feelingly presented. The Pre-
(le we especially enjoyed as a very
delicate and light little bit. The After-
glow is an unusual composition, writ-
ten in 7/S meter, which adapts itself
to long dreamy phrases and was very
effective on the organ. The Canon of
Schumann was quite typical, exceed-
ingly forceful and amusing. The last
two numbers, the Cantabile and Final
of Guilmant, according to the note on
the program were "tinged with the
'new world' element of rhythm and
with prophetic harmonies."
We feel that many more people
would have enjoyed the recital had
they hut ventured within the chapel
doors.
L. E. S. P.
"TRBASTJItE ISLAND"
All the proper thrills and excite-
ment of the adventures of "Treasure
Island" were given to the audience
who witnessed Tony Sarg's marionette
production of the famous story by
Robert Louis Stevenson. Opening
with a scene at the Inn before the ad-
venture really got under way, the
marionette play immediately effected
an atmosphere of mystery and coming
excitement when the hoy Jim Hawkins
manages to keep the chart of the hid-
den treasure away from Captain
Flint's famous pirate crew.
The next scene, at the docks before







ic scene is that
s shown rolling on
Thi- the
of the heroism of little Jim
cuts the ship loose from its
and shoots the pirate vil-
holds a threatening sabre
the . vhere Big
Gun has carried the treasure, has un-
usually beautiful lighting effects. The
play ends with a finale sung in front
of the cave by Long John, Squire Tre-
lawny, the doctor, and little Jim.
Something should be said of the
marionette animals who were as per-
fect actors as the "human" mario-
nettes. The squabble between the
little black cat and larger white dog
in the third scene, in which the little
cat won out, was very amusing. Long
John Silver never appeared without
his parrot. "Captain Flint," who con-
tinually screeched "Pieces of eight";
and Big Gun, the marooned and re-
formed pirate on Spy Glass Island,
had his maa-a-a-ing lamb which
leaped with even more than natural
friskiness.
The entire performance was most
realistic, even to the noise of the
shots, and the smell of the gunpowder
in the stockade scene. In fact, so
realistic was the acting, that by the
end of the performance the marionette
actors appeared to be the size of nor-
mal human beings, and Mr. Sarg.
when he stood beside them, took on
the stature of a giant.
J. R. '27.
SPRING FIELD DAY!




Out From Dreams and
Theories
REPORT ON SUCCESS OF WOMEN
IN THE FIRD OF JOURNALISM
to obtaii idea of the
Of 1 .Hi-
dent in a seminar course at the Univer-
sity of North Dakota gathered material
from eighty-four editors scattered over
thirty-nine states. -Miss Ferdina Rein-
holt, who made this survey, studied
the numher of women accepted in
journalistic positions, the type of
training hest suited to such an occupa-
tion, and the question of whether wo-
men have inherent qualities that fit
them for journalism or hinder them
in this field. The Neivs Bulletin, for
December, 1925, of the New York Bu-
reau of Vocational Information, quotes
Miss Reinholt's report, from the Jour-
nalism Bulletin, as follows:
"The answers to questions asked of
each editor point most definitely to
the following conclusions:
1. That women have in only a few
cases been accepted into all positions
on an editorial staff;
2. That college training is the most
desirable, and it is more likely to
bring success than any other avenue
to journalism.
3. That the obstacles and qualities
lacked, listed most often by editors,
are not inherent, and are likely to be
overcome as the public grows accus-
tomed to seeing women engaged in all
lines of endeavor, and as women be-
come accustomed to seeing themselves
so employed.
4. That the value of a woman's
page, designated as such and offering
women's news on a single page, or in
a special section, is doubtful, and
should receive a careful investigation
by the circulation manager or editor.
"On the 84 papers a total of 459
women were employed on the editorial
staffs. If this can be taken as an
average, there must be something over
10,000 women engaged in. daily news-
paper work, in the United States, since
Editor and Publisher lists 2,044 dailies
in Its year book for 1925.
"More women are doing society re-
porting than auy other branch of edi-
torial work, 121 being listed as so
employed; general reporting, however,
runs a close second with 87 so named;
feature writing claims 64; 23 women
are dramatic or music critics, or both;
17 are desk editors; one Sunday edi-
tor; one city editor, one sport writer
are listed; secretaries to editors, libra-
rians, book reviewers, get scattering
mention. In many cases, especially
true on the smaller papers, a woman
may do two or more things; the de-
partment mentioned is that in which
she does the most amount of work.
"One journalist listed as an oil re-
porter on the staff of an Oklahoma
paper, probably holds a unique posi-
tion, so far as women are concerned
at least.
"If eighty-four other editors reported
on these questions, it might be that
their results would add up entirely
different results from those here given,
but it is not likely. If editors of as
different papers as a Baltimore paper,
and a daily in a little town in Idaho,
agree essentially in their opinions of
their women staff members, there must
be a basis of fact, which would be
true in many places, for their conclu-
Of the Wellesley girls who have
graduated in the past two years there
are a number who have already made
places for themselves along journalis-
tic lines even though this is a difficult
thing to accomplish so soon after col-
lege. Janet Scott is
items for a paper i
York; Marion Klein
the Roekaway Xcwt
New York; Louise Child took a posi-
tion for a time, as editorial assistant
on the magazine Time; Florence
Phalfsgraf did free lance writing on
the New York Evening Post; and
Frances Ullmann is on the Municipal
Review in Richmond, Virginia.
HICK0X SCHOOL IS OFFERING
A SPEEDWRITING SCHOLARSHIP
The Hickox Secretarial School of
Boston offers a scholarship for this
summer, of six weeks' instruction
the new kind of shorthand called
Speedtoriting, which is described
"new brief system of shorthand which
can be acquired in less than one-third
of the time required by any other sys-
tem of shorthand." The scholarship
includes tuition in speedwriting and
typewriting. The work begins as early
as possible in June. Those who are in^
terested should notify the Bureau of
Occupations at once, so that arrange
ments may he made for choosing a
candidate within the next few weeks
POSITIONS IN HOSPITAL AND
NEGRO GIRLS' SCHOOL OFFERED
Details concerning positions men-
tioned in this column will be for-
warded by the Director of the Bureau
of Occupations, in response to inquiry
by letter or in office hours, 5 Admin-
istration Building. The prefixed num-
ber should always be given.
No. 112. At Spelman College, At-
lanta, Ga., a large Baptist home mis-
sion school for Negro girls, said to be
the only institution of its kind in the
world, candidates are sought for four
positions as professors respectively of
Mathematics, English, Latin and Biol-
ogy, Bacteriology and Hygiene. All
must hold the M. A. degree. They
wish members of some evangelical
church, and women who are inter-
ested in the development of educa-
tional possibilities for Negro women.
Salaries depend on ability, experi-
and the distance of the candi-
date's home from the school.
No. 113. A position is open for a
House Mother to the pupil nurses of
hospital in Grand Rapids, Mich.
The hospital has about 140 nurses,
md they wish to put an older woman
n charge who will live in the nurses'
lodge, and who will arrange the home
life of the lodge, the social activities,
d gain the confidence of the younger
writing social
Albany, New





' course the classification cannot
be the same as that used for Econom-
101, and the students' budgets
which are rather rough estimates
r a period of but eight months in-
stead of the entire year.
COLLEGE NOTES
esident Ellen Fitz Pendleton at-
tended the annual meeting of the
American Council of Education held in
Washington last week.
'. Margaret C. Ferguson was the
guest of the Quincy Wellesley Club on
April 22. She gave an illustrated lec-
on her trip to Australia and New
Zealand.
A bridge was held by the Connecti-
cut Club on May 7 at T. Z. E.
The Senior Ex-Members of the
NEWS staff entertained the present
boards at a banquet at the Inn on
May 4.
Mrs. Clifton and Fanny Lister en-
tertained the Village Seniors at tea
at Noanett on May 6.
Eleanor Garson '25 spent a few
days in Wellesley recently.
Mary Graff and Elinor Blinn gave a
a in honor of their mothers at Agora
i May 4.
A tea was held by the Baptist Club
i May 7 at Phi Sigma.
The Math Club will hold a meeting
morrow in A. K. X. at 7:30 P.M. to
elect officers for next year. A farewell
supper for the Senior members will
follow.
ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT MAKES
SURVEY OF COLLEGE BUDGETS
Statistics that show the average of
students' expenditures in college have
recently been compiled by the Eco-
nomics Department from budgets
made out by the members of Course
101. It was found that the total ex-
penses for the eight months at college
averaged one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-eight dollars. From about















Drug store 25.56 1.36
Stationery 17.06 .90
News 5.06 .026
Some large variations within the
groups were noticed, as for instance,
extremes of 4.1 to 54.55% of the total
income on clothing; .67 to 6.23% on
extra food; .77 to 3.18% on drug
stores; and .29 to 6.01% on recreation.
The upper extreme on clothing, fig-
ured in dollars and cents, was some-
thing over two thousand dollars and
on extra food was $468.
Compare with IVnge Earners' Budgets
The real purpose of this budget sur-
vey was to see how the budgets of col-
lege students would compare with the
family budgets of wage earners as de-
termined by the United States Depart-
ment of Labor in 1918-19. These bud-
gets were made out by income groups,
with a range of about three hundred
dollars in each group. In the $1S00 to
$2100 class, which is the most com-
parable to the average college allow-
ance found to be $1878, the figures are
as follows:











There is a cycle of fashion
not only for the hats col-
lege men wear but for the
line of work into which
they go.
But your job has to fit
your head as well as your
hat, for it has to fit your
state of mind.
Like your hat also, your
job needs to fit your purse.
Therefore,why not choose
one that brings not only
satisfaction in service but
in financial return.
Selling life insurance is one
of the few modern busi-





Liberty of action, the
philosophic satisfaction of
selling future security and
present serenity to living
people, and a response, im-
mediate and tangible, in
monetary as well as mental
reward.
Complete and confidential in-
formation,withouiany obligation
on your part, can be obtained by
Writing to the Inquiry Bureau,




L. P. Hollander Co.
SALE
Important Price Reductions
French Models, Copies and
Ready-to-Wear Attire
This Early Sale offers
a splendid opportunity
to purchase from our
regular stocks at
extensive price concessions
202-216 Boylston Street Park Square, Boston
Spring
Underwear
Our underwear section is ready
frith all the newest Spring under-
vear, for your selection.
Silks, Silk Hosiery
Silk Underwear
"The Daylight Specialty Silk Store"
THRESHER BROTHERS
19 TEMPLE PLACE
and 41 West Street
BOSTON
SCHOOL OF LIBRARY SCIENCE
THE DREXEL INSTITUTE
Philadelphia, Pa.





ARE AT THEIR BEST







Diamond Merchants & Jewelers
162 Tremont St,
Next to Keith's Theatre
DIARY OF A STUDENT
Sunday, April 11th.—Went to the Park Club House this noon
for their Chicken and Waffle dinner. For one hour I was back
in the land of "Fri' Chickun." Solid chunks of meat with no
bones. Plenty of Golden Brown Waffles and Maple Syrup.
My but I certainly do love to eat at that place.
(For reservations telephone Wellesley 1250)
From Rio down to Buenos Aires
A student guy forgets his cares
Afloat, there's joy on every hand
ABhore
— Oh, Boy! Its simply grand.
Something to talk about for the rest
of your life if you make this glorious
Two Months Student Tour to
SOUTH AMERICA
by the large and luxurious Lamport &. Holt Liner
S. S. VAUBAN
-*£ftft!r"
Leaving New York June 26 Returning August 24
aoms, airy dining saloon, library, swimming
.m.-ni^u-J.Uy Ll.
.. I. .;^r<-, J.mcing and
band. Superior service and well-balanced
.c-als. Cood fellowship, congenial ccmnanv
U ,<„' apply i
8ANDKRSON j
ColUgt or Un
A. L. HYDE, Manager
STUDENT
SOUTH AMERICAN TOURS
24 Broadway, New York City
., 60 Btate Street, Boston, Mass.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
The Theater
BOSTON OPERA HOUSE—The Two
Orphans
CASTLE SQUARE—Abie's Irish Rose










The Sioan with its associations of
Eva Le Gallienne's exquisite interpre-
tation, is an ambitious production for
the Repertory Theatre. Molnar's play
offers infinite possibilities to sensitive
acting and loses much with a med
cast. In producing The Swan the
Repertory Theatre has used its
discrimination in, choice of d:
but could not overcome the many
difficulties in easting the play. It
hard to find someone who will play
the cool, tender Princess and one who
can give conviction to the part of the
young, sensitive tutor.
The Swan of Ferencz Molnar is fa-
miliar now to theatre lovers. A royal
family has lost its throne, and a
crownless Princess Beatrice would
marry her daughter to an indifferent
heir apparent. To pique the interest
of the Prince, Princess Beatrice asks
her daughter to encourage the young
tutor in the family. Unfortunately the
tutor has more pride and heart than
could be expected, and the Princess
forgets for an evening that she must
be a Swan. Molnar's dramatic twist
to the hackneyed situation and his
sympathy and brilliance in the char-
acterizations give remarkable power
to the play.
As the Princess, Ruth Taylor has
dignified beauty and a certain gent I
sweetness. In the very subtle char
acterization ot the tutor, Dallas An
derson is appealing but is not con
vincing in the most dramatic mo
ments of the play. Ethel Morrison a:
Princess Beatrice, Horace Pollock a
Father Hyacinth and Charles Quarter
maine as Prince Albert are good.
DEUTSCHER VEREIN PLANS TO
PRODUCE SHORT GERMAN PLAY
The first meeting of those ii
ested in reorganizing the Deutscher
Verein was held in room 124 Found-
ers Hall on Friday evening, April 23
Ruth Weinberg '26 was elected to the
office of chairman for the rest of the
year and Frances L. Jewett "28 to th
office of temporary secretary. Th
proposed constitution was read and
accepted. A few plans for future
meetings were then discussed. It
suggested that the Verein give a short
play by Hans Sachs, Der fahrende
Schiller im Parodies and with the de-
cision that the members read the play
and vote on it, the meeting adjourned.
On Friday evening, April 30, in
Shakespeare, the Verein held its first
social meeting. Members of the fac-
ulty and students were cordially in-
vited to enjoy an evening of German
music over a cup of coffee. Catherine
McGeary '2G and Katharine Sonneborn
'26 sang German songs and Hanna
Schweichert played some familiar
songs while everyone joined in the
singing. It was voted to give the play
suggested at the first meeting and try-
outs were set for Thursday evening,
May 6. The meeting was very infor-
mal and everyone helped to create the
atmosphere of "gemiitlichkeit" which
is one of the aims of the Verein.
From the tryouts held Thursday
evening, May 0, the cast for




ill he given at a meeting
i, the date and meeting
of which will be posted.





C. A. SPEAKER STRESSES USE
OF THOUGHT IN RELIGION
"Jesus the Thinker" was the subject
of the address by the Reverend Arthur
Lee Kinsolving, Rector of Grace Epis-
copal Church, Amherst, at C. A. Ves-
per Service, Sunday, May 2. It is more
than possible that if men could but
unravel it, they should find more
thought wrapped up in the mind of
Christ than anywhere else in the
world. Men have profited little by it
so far, however, for until recent cen-
turies the Bible, written in Latin, was
known only to the Church, while now
everyone is too busy to read a book
that is considered either old-fashioned,
too ideal to be put to the practical
test.
Just as this generation has been im-
leasurably benefited by the recent dis-
jveries of the laws of nature, which
innot be controlled but can be turned
) man's advantage, so they would
profit by recognizing the inner laws
of nature discovered by Christ and
written down in the New Testament.
Turning these laws to advantage by
attempting to live up to their ideals,
men may find the straighter -way to
be leading toward achievement and
SIMMONS BEGINS MAY DAY
WITH SUNRISE BREAKFAST
"Sophomores at Simmons are mak-
ing arrangements for the traditional
May Day dramatic presentation and
strawberry breakfast to be given to the
3i-s on May 19 at sunrise," says
Boston Transcript. The celebra-
wiil begin when the court assem-
3 crown as Queen of the May, the
President of the Senior class. After
this ceremony, the members of the
ramatic association will entertain its

















right and cheery flowers
always bring a smile.
THE FLORIST




















Agent for "The Sign of
The Kettle Candies"
SANDWICHES and SALADS
Tel. 1233 Box lunches
Back in the days of Dobbin
. . .
when the college sheik (then
known as the "dude") gave his
best girl a great whirl around the
campus on Sunday afternoons,
Anheuser'Busch was nationally
known among good fellows.
And today, when we do sixty
milfs an hour without hurrying





is the favored drink of college men
because, like the college man,
Busch Pale Dry is a good mixer
everywhere and every time.
Anheuser-Busch StIouis




Tlmr-ihiv. Mny IS: M AMI
COUNCIL, 4:00 P. M., Room
Founders Hall.
Friiluv. May 14: 4:40 1'. M., Room 24,
Founders Hall. Address by Mr Ken-
nie Smith. M. P., on "The British











ing of the Mathematics Cluh.
s-im p m„ Geology Lecture Room.
"Bird-Banding, the New Method of
Bird Studv " Mr. Laurence B. Fletcher.
secretary "i the Federation of Bird
Clubs of .New England.
Sunday, Mnj 10: 11:00 A. M., Me-
morial Chapel. Preacher, Dr. George
A. c,,,r, inn ol ilm mil South Church In
Boston.
'lit, ,,- will In mi Vesper Service.
Tnesoay, Ma; IS: 7:30 P. M.,
Alumnae Hall. Mr. Ralph Adams
Cran, consulting architect o'f Welles-
ley College, will give a lecture on
"Spanish Cathedrals."
Wednesday, May 1(1: 4:15 P. M.,
\ K X. Til.' Assm-i.iti.m nl (lllicers
ami Instructors will hold its firth and
last meeting of the year.
7:15 P. M., Washington House. Vil-
lage meeting of the Christian Associa-
tion. Speaker. Professor Seal Thomp-
ALUMNAE NOTES
EXGAGED
ex-'2.i Edith R. (iantz lo William
Crawford of Baltimore.
JI.UiRIKD
•03 Lucy M. Hegeman to Mr. James
W. Hubbell, May 3, in New York City.
'20 Dorothy Lewis to Monsieur
Pierre Vercken de Vreuschmen, March
4, in Paris, France.
21 Elizabeth Klltz to Elliott Hud-
son Hollenback. October 2, 1924, at
Reading, Pennn. Address: 548 Goepp
Circle, Bethlehem, Puma.
'22 Lenore Pinuette lo Mr. Andrew
C. Bartlelt, March 27. at Baltimore,
Mil. Ad. Ire-:-: Nassau court Apts..
Overhrook. Philadelphia.
'23 Adelaide Hollenbeclt to Kirk




'20 To Florence Winner Underbill.
a second child, Edwin Stewarl Under-
Hill. 3rd. April 15.
'22 To Helen Pnl'liusll Piatt, a
daughter and second child, .Mary Alice,
April 7.
•22 To .Mary I'airo Willi, ir. a daugh-
ter, April 29.
•24 To Helen Oshi.ru Villauueva, a
second son. Edward. March 30
DIED
SO Alma Wright Stone, April 30, ill
Paris, France.
•IS Hester Louis Leslie, in Toledo
Ohio.
'21 John Frederick Lewis 3rd. in-
fant son of Ada Hneslcr Lewis, or
May 2.
'24 Elizabeth Waltz, sister of Erne
lyn Waltz, on April 23.
WELLESLEY GRADUATE STUDENT
TRANSLATES CHINESE POETRY
Among Wetlesley's Interesting for-
eign students is Wan Ying Hsieli, a
graduate ol tin: l-Ihks ,,t Hi23 at Yen-
ching, Wellesley's sister college in
Peking. China. Wan Ying Hsieli spe-
cialized in poetry during her under-
graduate days at Peking, ami is now
completing her second year at Welles-
ley as a graduate student. She is at
presenl engaged in work for her the-
sis. Miss Hsith is translating into
English the poems of China's most
famous poetess, Li-I-an a romantic
lady of the twelfth century, apparently
very much in love with her husband.
The best bits of poems the lady wrote
were all to him. He too was a poet,
though better known as a scholar, A
little French volume railed Le Lin-c
<i< in Jade is tin- only other translation
of Li I-an'a poetry. Miss Hsieh has
been the first to attempt to work in
English and she has adopted the "very
latest ^tyle in free verse," as she calls
SMITH GIVES ANCIENT OPERA
FOR FIRST TIME IN AMERICA
Mr. Macdougall and Miss Sleeper
accompanied three siudents to Smith
College on April 27 to hear the per-
formance of The Coronation of Pop-
,,« ., given by the students and fac-
ulty of Smith. This was the first
presentation in America of Monte-
verde's opera, ;i fine specimen of the
early operas, written in H542.
The production is especially re-
markable since Smith depended al-
most entirely upon iis own resources
ELIZABETH
ELLSWORTH





with the newest importations from
Park
Perfumes, Powders, Sachets,
Puff jars, Vanities, Dolls,
Fans, Make-up boxes. Smocks
and Scarfs.
Me assured (hat you .ire cordially
welcome to come in and just "look
scenery. The orchestra was directed by
the Professor of Musical Composition
at Smith.
The stage settings were suitably
simple, and extremely artistic, while
the costumes were well worked out,
with historical accuracy. The opera
was a great step forward for the mu-
sic department, since the singers,
both in solo parts and in the choruses
took their parts with an equal amount




41 perfectly organized tours
to Europe, North Africa,
Norway andMidnight Sun.
AH expense* Cfif asd
float and ashore**** UP
EACH TOUR ACCOMPANIED BY
A WELL-KNOWN" COLLEGE TRO-
FESSOR AND A HOSTESS
Clientele exclusively students,




mllv well planned n
INTERCOLLEGIATE
TRAVEL BUREAU
1 125 AmiterdAm Ave.,NewYork City
"YOU'LL BE PROUD TO SAY
YOU TRAVELED THE IN-
TERCOLLEGIATE WAY!"
rMV^^"
New Attractive Hats for all






given to all work brought by
students and faculty of Wellesley




TAILOR: AND CLEANSER "






FIFTH AVENUE AT 3g",STREET.NEW YORK
zJltnioi<ri(e an Exhibit of
Summer Fashions
AND ACCESSORIES
C7or cWoi?icii aml -JhCisiis
Thurday Friday Saturday
May 13ili May 14ih May 15ih
WELLESLEY DISPLAY SHOP
WELLESLEY, MASS.
BEAUTY THAT IS SKIN DEEP §
Is worth cariny for. even so! This is to remind you of V










Dainty uplifting bandeaux of lace,
ilk Jersey and satin.
Elastic step-in Girdles a spe-
cialty Prices $2.75-$4.50-$5.36-
$8.00.
GARTER BELTS FOR THE GYM








A NEW MAP OF BOSTON
JNKquirin^
REPORTER
... is pageink those inklined to be
particular—about inx.
Do you like a remarkably distink-
tive blue? A blue which slays blue?
Then call for Carter's BLU-REX.
Do you like a free flowink? Non-
cloggink?Non-clottink? Then call for
Carter's BLU-REX.
Do you like ink which doesn't
"blob"— a non-drippink? An Ink
which stops flowink when the pen
stops writink? Then call for Carter's
BLU-REX.
Do you like ink which can be readily
washed from clothes—an important
savink rovictims of inkaccidinx. Then
call for Carter's BLU-REX.
We've left your supply of Carter's
BLU-RTX where you usually go to
find such thinx. Give it the o. o. on
paper!
The Carter's Ink Company
Boston New York Montreal Chicago
r.S.-jMxiMdmjaisb u<juiiN
OoJitsvi, Raw. a/nd.'tta.
